
 

 

Daytona DMAX Endurance Champs 2017  

Round 9 Daytona Tamworth 

 

Light Enduro Qualifying 

In the early stages, Sam Lovelace is currently leading the way on a 56.875 with Josh Craft 

0.350 seconds behind. The Top 9 drivers all split by less than 1 second. Tom Kempynck sets a 

new fastest lap of a 56.038, with Sam Lovelace improving to a 56.411 with Josh Craft in 3rd.  

 

10 minutes in and the Top 5 drivers are Tom Kempynck, Sam Lovelace, Axel Slijepcevic, Max 

O’Shaugh ess  a d Be  Leslie. Josh Me e  is u e tl  in 7th position in his first endurance 

of the year only 0.003 seconds behind Sam Bennett. Alex Brazier puts in a new personal best 

to jump up 3 places to 15th, while Charlotte Manton has a slow lap to try and make herself 

some room to get in a flying lap. 

 

Ma  O’Shaugh ess , Ku t Fa d , Da te Dhillo  a d Ha iso  Pughe all set fastest laps 
while Tom Kempynck goes back to provisional pole with the first sub 56 second lap time of 

the day with a 55.9, he is soon knocked off by Sam Lovelace who just gets in 1 more lap 

before the chequered goes out.  

 

Sam Lovelace takes pole in R9 at Daytona Tamworth with the Top 13 drivers split by just 1 

se o d. To  Ke p k keeps Sa  Lo ela e o pa  o  the f o t o , Ma  O’Shaugh ess  
and Axel Slijepcevic in 3rd and 4th, Josh Craft in 5th with Josh Mercer just 0.096 seconds 

behind. Ben Leslie, Dante Dhillon, Sam Bennett and Harrison Pughe round out the top 10. 

 

Pos Competitor Best Lap Diff Laps 

Best Lap 

No. Best Speed 

1 Sam Lovelace 55.944 0 16 15 64.35 km/h 

2 Tom Kempynck 55.965 0.021 15 14 64.326 km/h 

3 Max O'Shaughnessy 56.169 0.225 15 12 64.092 km/h 

4 Axel Slijepcevic 56.259 0.315 16 8 63.99 km/h 

5 Josh Craft 56.427 0.483 16 15 63.799 km/h 

6 Josh Mercer 56.523 0.579 15 14 63.691 km/h 

7 Ben Leslie 56.56 0.616 15 7 63.649 km/h 

8 Dante Dhillon 56.615 0.671 14 13 63.587 km/h 

9 Sam Bennett 56.631 0.687 16 8 63.569 km/h 

10 Harrison Pughe 56.643 0.699 16 16 63.556 km/h 

11 Kurt Fawdry 56.68 0.736 16 13 63.514 km/h 

12 Sam Hampshire 56.78 0.836 16 7 63.403 km/h 

13 Nathan Ballard 56.955 1.011 15 8 63.208 km/h 

14 Alex Brazier 57.063 1.119 16 14 63.088 km/h 

15 Charlotte Manton 57.078 1.134 14 6 63.072 km/h 

16 Boyd Wayne Jnr 57.226 1.282 15 10 62.908 km/h 

17 Alexander Dorricott 57.55 1.606 15 8 62.554 km/h 

18 Tom Pughe 57.667 1.723 15 10 62.427 km/h 

19 Tim Ellis 57.986 2.042 15 10 62.084 km/h 

20 Anatolij Dulko 57.998 2.054 15 10 62.071 km/h 



 

 

Light Enduro Race 

The lights go g ee  a d Ma  O’Shaugh ess  gets a  e elle t sta t to o e up i to rd down 

the long straight and Josh Craft follows him through past Slijepcevic. Dante Dhillon drops 

from 8th down to 17th in the first couple of laps here at Daytona Tamworth, he has some 

work to do in the next 57 minutes. 

 

Charlotte Manton is pulling away from Boyd Wayne Jnr after making a pass through the 

Esses on lap 3 and Harrison Pughe makes a good move on Josh Mercer to move up into 6th. 

To  Ke p k a d Sa  Lo ela e ha e pulled out a  se o d gap o e  Ma  O’Shaugh ess . 
 

Josh Mercer is back in front of Harrison Pughe after a late move up the inside of turn 9 and a 

good exit to finish the move off. Ben Leslie is following the two of them closely and waiting 

for an opportunity for either of them to make a mistake. 

 

Charlotte Manton tries to go around the outside of Kurt Fawdry at T10 but keeps her kart 

halfway alongside for turn 11 before braking early and losing out to Kurt Fawdry around the 

last hairpin. Charlotte finally makes a move stick around turns 3 and 4. 

 

15 minutes into the race and Sam Lovelace is sta i g i  To  Ke p k’s shado  follo i g 
hi  a oss the li e just .  of a se o d ehi d, Ma  O’Shaugh ess  is just .  se o ds 

ith Josh C aft a fu the  .  se o ds ehi d O’Shaugh ess . Be  Leslie a d Ha iso  
Pughe are still fighting for 7th and 8th with Ben Leslie going around the outside of Pughe at 

turn 6 to take 7th. 

 

Nathan Ballard has caught up to the back of Kurt Fawdry and takes no time at all in making a 

move and claiming 12th position to carry on his pursuit of Charlotte Manton. Tom Pughe 

stays well out of the way of the leaders as they come through to complete their 25th lap of 

the race, the pair are split by just 0.151. Sam Lovelace is back in front after a good move into 

turn 4, Tom Kempynck leaves the door open for Sam Lovelace to slot his DMAX up the inside 

to take the lead. 

 

Nathan Ballard has taken 11th position from Charlotte Manton after following her lines for a 

couple of laps. Ben Leslie catches the cone at Turn 11 and receives a 5 second time penalty 

for doing so. 

 

The leaders catch up to the battle of Alex Dorricott and Boyd Wayne Jnr and both do 

extremely well to get out of the way to then continue their battle behind the leaders around 

turn 5. Sam Lovelace currently in 1st position with Tom Kempynck glued to his bumper. Josh 

Mercer sets his fastest lap of the race on lap 39 to close in on Slijepcevic, taking the gap 

down to under 1 second. 

 

Sa  Be ett is still i  pu suit of Be  Leslie o  t a k, ho e e  ith Leslie’s pe alt  Be ett is 
just ahead in the standings. Alex Dorricott tucks in behind the leaders after receiving the 

blue flag and follows them both through past Boyd Wayne to move up into 15th. 

 



 

 

Dante Dhillon has been struggling all afternoon to get in the zone and retires from the race 

after completing 37 laps. The leaders have just completed 47 Laps with Tom Kempynck 

pulling out a gap of just 0.535 seconds to Sam Lovelace, can he break the bond that has held 

those two together for the entire 45 minutes of this race so far?! 

 

Nathan Ballard pulled over to the side at turn 7 but soon gets going, Alex Brazier and Kurt 

Fa d  take full ad a tage of Natha  Balla d’s diffi ulties a ou d tu  . Cha lotte Ma to  
is having a lonely race in 11th place, keeping the gap at just under 4 seconds behind Sam 

Hampshire. 

 

Alexander Dorricott and Tom Pughe both set their fastest lap times on lap 55 with just 9 

minutes remaining on the clock. The two leaders are still bumper to bumper with just 4 

te ths of a se o d et ee  the pai . Ma  O’Shaugh ess  is just  se o ds ehi d the 
leaders, with Slijepcevic, Josh Craft and Josh Mercer a further 18 seconds behind. All 3 are 

fighting for 4th position. 

 

Sam Lovelace has just set the fastest lap of the race on lap 58 to close the gap to just 0.313, 

he then throws it up the inside into the final hairpin and Tom Kempynck cuts back, they 

cross the line with just 0.059 seconds between the two with Tom Kempynck having the 

inside to the next corner. They stay side by side down through turn 1, down into turn 2 and 

they touch into turn 3 with smoke coming of the tyres as they run. Tom Kempynck keeps the 

inside line for turn 3 and holds onto the lead. 

 

Tom Kempynck and Sam Lovelace take the last lap board having completed 64 laps, these 

two have had a fantastic battle but which one of the two will take the chequered for the 

win? Through turn 1,2 and 3 cleanly and Sam Lovelace is following Kempynck just 0.141 of a 

second behind. Not many corners left to make his move, can he make his move into the 

hai pi ?… Both d i e s get a g eat e it, To  Ke p k moves to the right to defend the 

inside line and takes the win by just 0.129 after 60 minutes of racing! 

 

Final positions are Tom Kempynck taking the win, Sam Lovelace in 2nd and Max 

O’Shaugh ess  ou di g up the podiu . Slijep e i , Josh C aft a d Josh Me e  had a good 
fight for 4th, 5th and 6th. Harrison Pughe took 7th and Sam Bennett 8th. Ben Leslie and Sam 

Hampshire round up the top 10. 

 

Pos Competitor Laps Diff Best Lap 

Best Lap 

No. Best Speed 

1 Tom Kempynck 65 0 55.784 20 64.535 km/h 

2 Sam Lovelace 65 0.129 55.756 58 64.567 km/h 

3 Max O'Shaughnessy 65 11.214 55.901 13 64.4 km/h 

4 Axel Slijepcevic 65 30.527 56.171 52 64.09 km/h 

5 Josh Craft 65 33.51 56.312 9 63.93 km/h 

6 Josh Mercer 65 33.771 56.163 39 64.099 km/h 

7 Harrison Pughe 65 37.96 56.142 64 64.123 km/h 

8 Sam Bennett 65 44.358 56.35 17 63.886 km/h 

9 Ben Leslie 65 48.991 56.328 17 63.911 km/h 



 

 

10 Sam Hampshire 64 1 lap 56.603 59 63.601 km/h 

11 Charlotte Manton 64 4.565 56.543 60 63.668 km/h 

12 Alex Brazier 64 10.982 56.419 42 63.808 km/h 

13 Kurt Fawdry 64 29.679 56.657 21 63.54 km/h 

14 Nathan Ballard 64 31.56 56.574 23 63.633 km/h 

15 Alexander Dorricott 64 33.148 56.934 53 63.231 km/h 

16 Boyd Wayne Jnr 64 42.564 56.925 5 63.241 km/h 

17 Tim Ellis 64 50.178 57.112 19 63.034 km/h 

18 Tom Pughe 62 2 laps 56.67 56 63.526 km/h 

19 Anatolij Dulko 61 3 laps 57.652 48 62.444 km/h 

20 Dante Dhillon 37 28 laps 56.688 13 63.506 km/h 

 

 
 

Inter Enduro Qualifying 

An overcast, damp morning at Daytona Tamworth for round 9 of the Inter Enduro. The track 

looks very greasy and will be a good challenge for the drivers. We are expecting it to dry up 

towards the end of the race. 

 

The track goes green as they all cross the line to start their first flying lap. All drivers taking 

different racing lines to try and find the extra grip to carry the speed through and out of the 

corners. 

 

Jordan Taylor takes an early lead with a 56.771, two tenths quicker them Andy Spencer and 

Chris Hackworth in 3rd. Championship leader, Bobby Trundley, is in 4th place after just 5 laps. 

 



 

 

The track is starting to come to the drivers as they get closer to the lap times being set 

yesterday in the dry by the lights and in the Champs Testing sessions. Andy Spencer jumps 

to provisional pole with just 5 minutes left of qualifying; Chris Hackworth sets his personal 

fastest lap in practice to go 2nd with a 56.378 just 0.012 behind Andy Spencer after trailing 

him around the circuit. 

 

All drivers setting their personal fastest laps of qualifying as they all get to grips with the 

greasy track, Xander Mahoney jumps up 5 places with a 57.291 to place him in 6th position 

with 60 second remaining on the clock. 

 

Daniel Russell just makes it across the line before the chequered with 2 seconds to spare 

leaving Lee Carey the first to take the chequered flag and he is 16th, Chris Hackworth stays 

on the 2nd row in 3rd while Andy Spencer sets a new fastest lap of the session with a 56.009. 

Jo da  Ta lo  does ’t i p o e a d will take his place in 2nd on the grid. 

 

Pos Competitor Best Lap Diff Laps 

Best Lap 

No. Best Speed 

1 Andy Spencer 56.009 0 15 15 64.275 km/h 

2 Jordan Taylor 56.288 0.279 15 13 63.957 km/h 

3 Chris Hackworth 56.308 0.299 15 12 63.934 km/h 

4 Ryan Welch 56.794 0.785 15 14 63.387 km/h 

5 Tor Ryan 56.8 0.791 15 10 63.38 km/h 

6 Bobby Trundley 56.881 0.872 14 8 63.29 km/h 

7 Mike Coppin 57.217 1.208 15 15 62.918 km/h 

8 Xander Mahony 57.291 1.282 15 13 62.837 km/h 

9 Anthony Kirk 57.35 1.341 15 11 62.772 km/h 

10 James Cook 57.386 1.377 15 7 62.733 km/h 

11 Martin Bourke 57.401 1.392 15 13 62.717 km/h 

12 Seb Cook 57.414 1.405 15 12 62.702 km/h 

13 Curtis Mitchell 57.532 1.523 15 15 62.574 km/h 

14 Daniel Russell 57.967 1.958 15 11 62.104 km/h 

15 Stuart Shearman 58.784 2.775 15 13 61.241 km/h 

16 Lee Carey 59.155 3.146 14 13 60.857 km/h 

17 James Browning 59.337 3.328 14 7 60.67 km/h 

18 Nigel Foot 59.549 3.54 14 11 60.454 km/h 

19 John Donnelly 59.567 3.558 14 13 60.436 km/h 

20 Chris Kirk 59.742 3.733 13 7 60.259 km/h 

 

 

Inter Enduro Race 

Andy Spencer and Jordan Taylor lead the pack away for their formation lap, and we go 

green on the first time of asking as they come out of the last hairpin. Hackworth and Jordan 

Taylor go side by side through the Esses. They touch affecting their speed through turn 3 

and Bobby Trundley flies past with Tor Ryan following suit. Hackworth keeps his foot in 

around turn 4 running wide onto the exit kerb hitting the cone placed there and picks up a 

5-second penalty. 



 

 

 

Chris Hackworth takes back 3rd position from Tor Ryan and is in pursuit of Bobby Trundley. 

Jordan Taylor takes no time at all in following Chris Hackworth past Tor Ryan round turn 5, 

he also sets the fastest lap of the a e ith a . . He does ’t a t to lose ontact with 

Chris Hackworth and Bobby Trundley. 

 

Ryan Welch spins at turn 4, re-joining and crossing the start line down in 14th. That spin has 

cost him 7 places, Welch has some work to do to get back up the front of the pack. Martin 

Bourke goes up the inside round turn 7 to go past James Cook but Cook fights back and gets 

a good e it out of tu   ut a ’t keep his ose i  f o t as Ma ti  Bou ke fli ks it left 
through 11. 

 

Lee Carey is leading the battle for 14th with Stuart Shearman and James Browning, they flow 

through the Esses down into turn 3 line astern.  

 

Jordan Taylor goes down the inside of Bobby Trundley as he leaves the door open around 

turn 4; can they work together to close on Chris Hackworth? As they cross the line to 

complete 15 laps the top 4 are split by just 3.831 seconds, the gap has closed as they tried 

to get past the back marker of John Donnelly, who does extremely well to get out of the way 

of the trio. 

 

A tho  Ki k is doi g ell to hold o to the u pe  of Mike Coppi  ut the  a ’t keep up 
ith To  R a  ho is i  o a ’s la d et ee  the leadi g ua tet a d the pai  of Mike 

Coppin and Anthony Kirk behind.  

 

The leaders have caught up to the group of backmarkers consisting of Stuart Shearman, Lee 

Carey, Nigel Foot and James Browning. These 4 are all fighting for position 14th on the road, 

although do very well to let the leaders through and not slow them up too much.  

 

Taylor gets passed Chris Hackworth around turn 4, but both drivers have lost a bit of time on 

Andy Spencer who has sped off up the road to pull out a 4 second gap over the pair.  

 

The race has settled down as we pass the 23rd minute of the race, Andy Spencer leads from 

Jordan Taylor, Bobby Trundley is currently in 3rd with Chris Hackworth in 4th after that 5 

se o d o e pe alt . To  R a ’s ha i g a uiet a e i  th, whilst Mike Coppin has pulled out 

a gap to give himself some breathing space to Anthony Kirk. Kirk in turn, has Martin Bourke 

closing him down and is just 0.704 seconds behind, Xander Mahony is 9th and Ryan Welch 

rounds up the top 10 after his spin early on.  

 

Nigel Foot is moving up the field and is up to 14th in front of Lee Carey after 30 laps 

completed by the leaders. 

 

Lee Carey, Stuart Shearman, Nigel Foot and James Browning are having a fantastic battle for 

15th, 16th, 17th and 18th. They are swapping places like they are trading cards; the leaders 

have caught up the group and are interrupting the battle between the quartet.  

 



 

 

Mike Coppin now has Martin Bourke attached to his rear bumper with just 20 minutes to go, 

Mike Coppi  a ’t let his foot off the gas as the  fli k left ight left th ough the Esses. 
Bourke is just sizing Mike Coppin up and keeping the gap between the two karts to just 

0.514 seconds. Curtis Mitchell sets his fastest lap of the race and moves up a place into 10th 

past Xander Mahony. 

 

Chris Hackworth is now in front of Jordan Taylor on track as he made the move round turn 

4. Can he pull out a 5 second gap to Jordan Taylor to keep 2nd on the timing screens after his 

penalty? Mike Coppin is still soaking up the pressure from Martin Bourke and making his 

kart a moving road block on the track around turn 9 and 10. 

 

With just 10 minutes remaining on the clock we have Andy Spencer leading by 10 seconds, 

Jordan Taylor in 2nd, Chris Hackworth 3rd, Tor Ryan in 4th and Mike Coppin still ahead of 

Ma ti  Bou ke ho is ’t gi i g up o  taki g th place. Bobby Trundley has retired after 

feeling under the weather, a shame to see him pull in from 4th position after a solid mature 

race from him. 

 

Andy Spencer has caught up with the battle for 5th and 6th with Coppin and Bourke, can this 

mix things up a bit. Coppin moves aside to let Spencer through but soon closes the door on 

Bou ke as he t ies to pull a s eak  o e a d sti k to A d  Spe e ’s u pe  ut it does ’t 
work. Mike Coppin was wise to that move. 

 

Jo da  Ta lo  is still o  Ch is Ha k o th’s umper, he is not letting that gap grow to 

anything more than 1 second. He only needs to stay within 5 seconds of Chris to take 2nd 

place away from him. Martin Bourke gets a good drive out of the final hairpin and has the 

inside line for turn 1. Martin Bourke is past Mike Coppin as they go through the Esses, 

Coppin did well to hold on for the last 25 minutes with pressure from Martin Bourke. 

 

Andy Spencer takes the chequered flag and wins on his debut in the Daytona DMAX 

Championship, Chris Hackworth crosses the line in 2nd but is demoted to 3rd after his penalty 

meaning Jordan Taylor takes 2nd. Tor Ryan had a solid race in 4th and Martin Bourke in 5th 

after a good battle with Mike Coppin taking 5th in the penultimate lap. Ryan Welch recovers 

to 7th, with Curtis Mitchell 8th and Anthony Kirk and Seb Cook round up the top 10. 

 

Pos Competitor Laps Diff Best Lap 

Best Lap 

No. Best Speed 

1 Andy Spencer 64 0 55.8 13 64.516 km/h 

2 Jordan Taylor 64 8.091 56.072 19 64.203 km/h 

3 Chris Hackworth 64 12.274 55.915 47 64.383 km/h 

4 Tor Ryan 64 38.645 56.434 58 63.791 km/h 

5 Martin Bourke 63 1 lap 56.673 38 63.522 km/h 

6 Mike Coppin 63 3.721 56.853 39 63.321 km/h 

7 Ryan Welch 63 7.461 56.726 25 63.463 km/h 

8 Curtis Mitchell 63 7.983 56.736 49 63.452 km/h 

9 Anthony Kirk 63 10.055 56.909 5 63.259 km/h 

10 Seb Cook 63 23.032 57.062 22 63.089 km/h 



 

 

11 Daniel Russell 63 30.87 57.071 57 63.079 km/h 

12 Xander Mahony 62 2 laps 56.747 59 63.439 km/h 

13 James Cook 62 14.991 56.857 48 63.317 km/h 

14 James Browning 62 47.126 57.299 55 62.828 km/h 

15 Lee Carey 61 3 laps 58.403 59 61.641 km/h 

16 Nigel Foot 61 1.762 58.091 54 61.972 km/h 

17 Stuart Shearman 61 14.713 58.221 24 61.833 km/h 

18 John Donnelly 60 4 laps 58.703 46 61.326 km/h 

19 Bobby Trundley 48 16 laps 56.278 9 63.968 km/h 

20 Chris Kirk 21 43 laps 58.166 18 61.892 km/h 

 

 
 

Heavy Enduro Qualifying 

 

The Heavy drivers are out and racing for their 15-minute qualifying session here at Daytona 

Tamworth. The sun has emerged from behind the clouds for the last endurance race of 

Round 9. Alex Pritchard is setting the pace early with a 58.545 after just 3 laps. 

 

Tomek Zaustowicz takes pole with a blinder of a lap; a 57.153, Alex Pritchard is 4 tenths 

behind and Tarik Almou in 3rd with Tom Pughe making up the 2nd row. Paul Studd is leading 

the way for the Super Heavies with a 58.043 from Chris Munro. 

 

Chris Peberdy catches the tyres on the exit of turn 9 as he is fighting for track position with 

Rob Bennett.  

 



 

 

Paul Cruci and Vinod Hirani just make it through with seconds to spare, Tim Lane is the first 

to take chequered to place him in 15th. Paul Studd improves on his last lap and will take his 

place in 4th position on the grid as the highest Super Heavy on track. Tomek Zaustowicz goes 

5 tenths quicker than anyone else out on track with a 56.890 to take Pole position. Chris 

Munro is back in 9th as the 2nd quickest SH. 

 

Pos Competitor Best Lap Diff Laps 

Best Lap 

No. Best Speed 

1 Tomek Zaustowicz 56.89 0 16 16 63.28 km/h 

2 Alex Pritchard 57.399 0.509 15 8 62.719 km/h 

3 Tom Pughe 57.482 0.592 14 9 62.628 km/h 

4 Paul Studd - SH 57.599 0.709 15 15 62.501 km/h 

5 Tarik Almou 57.616 0.726 15 8 62.483 km/h 

6 Rob Bennett 57.848 0.958 15 9 62.232 km/h 

7 Lee Witney 58.103 1.213 15 14 61.959 km/h 

8 Adam Nakar 58.2 1.31 14 14 61.856 km/h 

9 Chris Munro - SH 58.37 1.48 14 8 61.676 km/h 

10 Paul Manton 58.406 1.516 14 14 61.638 km/h 

11 Adrian Wisniewski 58.447 1.557 13 6 61.594 km/h 

12 Vinod Hirani - SH 58.48 1.59 15 15 61.56 km/h 

13 Steven Hussey 58.539 1.649 15 14 61.497 km/h 

14 Chris Peberdy 59.183 2.293 13 9 60.828 km/h 

15 Tim Lane 59.228 2.338 14 14 60.782 km/h 

16 Darren Hughes - SH 59.318 2.428 14 14 60.69 km/h 

17 Gary Martin - SH 59.878 2.988 14 8 60.122 km/h 

18 Mark Ford - SH 01:00.2 3.342 13 6 59.769 km/h 

19 Paul Cruci 01:00.4 3.46 14 13 59.652 km/h 

20 David May 01:00.7 3.788 14 13 59.33 km/h 

 

 

Heavy Enduro Race 

Tomek Zaustowicz and Alex Pritchard lead the pack away for the R9 DMAX Heavy Endurance 

race, and we go green at the first time of asking. All drivers are through the first corner 

cleanly, the only change is Rob Bennett moves up into 5th position in front of Tarik Almou. 

Almou comes back at Rob Bennett through turn 4 as Rob Bennett is struggling to get heat 

into the tyres and the back end tries to step out on him halfway round. 

 

Zaustowicz has absolutely flown out of the blocks as those behind fight for position; setting 

the ea l  pa e at the f o t ith a . , that’s the rd fastest lap of this race so far and we 

are only on lap 3! He has pulled out a gap of 2.286 seconds to 2nd place. Further back Paul 

Studd is leading the Super Heavy class in 4th position and holding off Rob Bennett but for 

how long can he defend the position? 

 

To  Pughe is u e tl  sat o  Ale  P it ha d’s u pe , looki g for a way past. Pughe has a 

ui k gla e a k to see Ro  Be ett hu ti g the pai  do  a d losi g the gap. It does ’t 
take lo g a d Ro  Be ett is o  his u pe . He does ’t ha g a ou d goi g up the i side of 



 

 

Tom Pughe in turn 6 and then switched back to have the inside of Alex Pritchard around 

turn 7. 

 

15 minutes into the race and Zaustowicz has the lead by just over 6 seconds from Rob 

Bennett who has Tom Pughe for company and keeping him on his toes. Alex Pritchard is sat 

behind watching them battle it out and is waiting like a panther in the shadows ready to 

pounce. 

 

Not much has changed 25 minutes into the race, the top 5 consists of Tomek Zaustowicz, 

Rob Bennett, Tom Pughe, Alex Pritchard and Tarik Almou. Paul Studd is in 6th position and 

leading the super heavies, Lee Witney and Adam Nakar following closely. Paul Manton is in 

9th position and then next is Super Heavy Chris Munro who rounds up the top 10. 

 

Tom Pughe is hassling Rob Bennett through the Esses and around turn 4, as is Alex Pritchard 

on Tarik Almou, those two are side by side around turn 4 but Tarik Almou exits in front of 

Ale  P it ha d.  laps late  a d To  Pughe is still testi g Ro  Be ett’s defe si e o es, ut 
Rob Bennett is soaking this pressure up like a sponge.  

 

We have just 20 minutes remaining and it has all settled down again, but Alex Pritchard has 

other ideas and goes up the inside of turn 4. This leaves the cut back available for Tarik 

Almou through turn 5, Alex Pritchard gets the inside line for turn 7 and makes the move 

stick. Good clean racing between the two of them leaving each other just enough room. 

 

Tarik Almou gets alongside Alex Pritchard round turn 1 and through the Esses, good respect 

from both of them as they flick it left right left side by side. Tom Pughe goes up the inside 

into the final hairpin, although he moves over too early and catches his rear bumper on the 

f o t of Ro  Be ett. Ro  Be ett a ’t take ad a tage as he ogs his e gi e do . 
 

Tomek Zaustowicz sets the new fastest lap of the race on lap 49 with a 56.679, he is now 

16.126 seconds ahead of the 2nd place battle. Rob Bennett is back in front of Tom Pughe on 

lap 50, although they have backmarkers in front of them and this could change things again. 

 

Paul Studd is still chasing after Tarik Almou on track for 5th position, he is trying to get as 

many points as possible over Chris Munro who is back in 9th fighting with Paul Manton. Rob 

Bennett still has Tom Pughe hunting him down for 2nd position. While Zaustowicz keeps 

setting fastest laps after fastest laps. 

 

To  Pughe t ies to go up the i side agai  i to the last hai pi  ut a ’t ake the o e sti k 
on the exit. The last lap board has gone out to the whole of the field. 

 

Tomek Zaustowicz takes the chequered with another fastest lap of the race on lap 63. Tom 

Pughe is too far behind to challenge for 2nd place in the final lap and has to settle for 3rd with 

Rob Bennett in 2nd. Alex Pritchard takes 4th position with Tarik Almou in 5th. Paul Studd is the 

first of the Super Heavies in 6th position. 

 

 



 

 

Pos Competitor Laps Diff Best Lap 

Best Lap 

No. Best Speed 

1 Tomek Zaustowicz 63 0 56.507 63 63.709 km/h 

2 Rob Bennett 63 20.416 56.731 60 63.457 km/h 

3 Tom Pughe 63 20.658 56.813 60 63.366 km/h 

4 Alex Pritchard 63 31.761 57.141 59 63.002 km/h 

5 Tarik Almou 63 33.882 57.049 21 63.104 km/h 

6 Paul Studd - SH 63 38.515 56.994 37 63.165 km/h 

7 Adam Nakar 63 46.821 57.163 26 62.978 km/h 

8 Lee Witney 63 48.629 57.333 60 62.791 km/h 

9 Chris Munro - SH 63 56.31 57.382 14 62.737 km/h 

10 Paul Manton 63 57.335 57.335 41 62.789 km/h 

11 Adrian Wisniewski 62 1 lap 57.326 10 62.799 km/h 

12 Chris Peberdy 62 3.14 57.364 51 62.757 km/h 

13 Vinod Hirani - SH 62 33.629 57.844 9 62.236 km/h 

14 Steven Hussey 61 2 laps 57.996 8 62.073 km/h 

15 Tim Lane 61 9.212 58.253 6 61.799 km/h 

16 Darren Hughes - SH 61 16.812 58.296 53 61.754 km/h 

17 Mark Ford - SH 61 25.501 58.372 58 61.673 km/h 

18 Gary Martin - SH 61 30.057 58.509 56 61.529 km/h 

19 David May 60 3 laps 59.027 46 60.989 km/h 

20 Paul Cruci 59 4 laps 59.268 50 60.741 km/h 
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